
HOUSE No. 277.

Board or Harbor and Land Commissioners

To the Honorable the Speaker of the House ofRepresentatives,

Sir ; The Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners
received the order of the House of Representatives request-
ing it to report at its earliest convenience in answer to tive
questions relating to land taken by the Commonwealth off
Jeffries Point at East Boston, and has the honor to respect-
fully submit its reply as follows :

First, as to the status of the litigation with reference to
the land taken by the Commonwealth, —four suits were in-
stituted in 1899, of which two, viz., Babson against the
Commonwealth and Stark against the Commonwealth, have
been settled. Jeffries against the Commonwealth and the
East Boston Company against the Commonwealth are still
pending. In the latter case the question of title to the land
taken has gone to a master. After that is finally determined
the question of damages will have to be tried.

Replying to the second inquiry, no improvements have as
yet been made.

Replying to the third inquiry, $21,553.38 has been thus
far expended.

Replying to the fourth inquiry, no plans have as yet been
decided upon for the construction of state docks.

Replying to the fifth inquiry, the Board has considered it
the part of wisdom to refrain from formulating plans for
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prospective improvement of the Commonwealth’s land at
East Boston until a decision in the East Boston case should
finally determine the questions in litigation.

Chapter 486 of the Acts of 1897, “for the purpose of
securing public ownership and control of certain portions of
the foreshore of Boston harbor,” authorized this Board to
take certain land and flats within described limits in East
Boston. An issue of bonds of $lOO,OOO was authorized for
the expenses incurred under the act. Section 5 authorized
the Board to excavate channels, fill the flats and generally
to improve the land and flats taken ‘ ‘ upon such plans as it
may deem best.” The size of the appropriation indicated
to the Board the purpose of the legislature to acquire
the foreshore and flats before they became valuable and to
develop the same at some future time when the demands
of commerce seemed to require such development and an
adequate appropriation should be made therefor.

Plans have been considered in a very general way only.
Several considerations, in the opinion of the Board, would
prevent the forming of plans for improvement of that locality
at present. The chief objection at present is the unsettled
condition of the grade crossing question in East Boston.
Until that is fully and finally determined it would be unwise
in the opinion of the Board to develop those flats, and
premature to form plans. The Commonwealth should be
slow to again build piers and docks in any locality until
access thereto is assured. The pier and dock of the Com-
monwealth at South Boston, which was built at an expense
of about $400,000, has lain unleased for several years
simply for lack of a proper avenue of approach. The pier
may remain unused until the piles are destroyed unless
Northern avenue bridge shall be constructed.

Therefore, under these circumstances, further considera-
tion of plans for developing the front at East Boston have
been held in abeyance
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